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“Knowledge is power” is overrated. The re-defini-
tion? Organised Knowledge is True Power.

The world is gearing towards a stage of information overload, knowledge scattered all over the landscape in 
different sizes, forms and shape, and it has been repurposed, refit and reiterated sometimes to a point beyond 
recognition.

Massive Amount of Unstructured Data is Useless Data
Without proper structure and management, that knowledge will be useless to organizations, who would, in turn, 
have this massive amount of disorganized data and yet still operate in the dark.

The Critical Issue of Data Safety
However, structuring the data is only the first part of the extensive problem. With the massive amount of 
information to be cataloged and stored for later retrieval, the second, perhaps more critical issue is in its safety.

Personal Identifiable Information (PII)
Enter the new currency - Personal Identifiable Information (PII) which includes your personal identification, 
behaviors, preferences, relationships, financials and more. In developed economies, this information can be used 
to target consumers accurately. On the other end of the spectrum, in emerging countries, the same data set is the 
key to financial inclusion and government.

PII is a valuable digital asset that can catalyze growth, and when stored in a structured manner, becomes a 
trusted source of information for identity management. Unfortunately, despite the technological advancements 
we have enjoyed, there is still no structured storage medium and method, causing the distrust in the validity of 
the data in countries with a pseudo-structure; while those without will be left with a solution that is failing, and 
with bare-bone identity documents.

There is a great need for a robust, complete and scalable digital identity platform that can properly manage 
personal information, from as small as an SME, to as large as the entire world.

The End-User’s Dilemma
On the end user's side, they are used to entering personal data into multiple websites or applications, which can 
be strenuous and very time-consuming. Most of the information is repeated, and yet, as they are entered over 
different times, the data from one source is hardly as updated as the rest. Furthermore, because the path to 
digital identity can be unstructured and chaotic for everyone across the value chain, the end-user, who is the 
rightful owner of the data but have no proper control over it.

As the physical and virtual world converge, digital lifestyle requires users to balance between convenience and 
privacy. The reality is, as more and more personal information is entered in different websites and applications, it 
will be harder for them to control how the data is being used.

Service providers who act as PII Data Consumers impose escalating compliance cost, and the end user had to 
suffer the cost and delay of onboarding resources, data retention and protection. Furthermore, identical personal 
info sits in hundreds of data silos, causing further ine�ciency.
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Beyond gathering of end-users’ identity, a valuable asset identity management is equally important. Those data 
are used in tracking and verifying any assets’ location, ownership and service records. Confirmed and low-cost 
identification of assets will fuel further innovation and growth in various industries, such as P2P marketplace, 
logistic, and healthcare/insurance records. 

Suiting Up Against The Next Big Crime of The Future
In the near future, personal data breach and theft will be one of the most damaging crime. In 2017 alone, there 
are a total 1,080 reported cases of personal data breach incidents, exposing over 171 million records. Reputable 
companies like Equifax, Yahoo and Uber are not excluded from that predicament. 

In the same year, identity theft and breach are estimated to affect about 15.4 million customers, costing a 
whopping USD16 billion in the US alone. Clearly, a new-age, ground-up approach to digital identity. 

Managing identity and its permission are supposed to be straightforward and transparent but the reality is far 
from it. 

Xenchain is looking to solve this multi-layered problem.

KYC as a Service - The Game Changer
Xenchain will accurately acquire, validate and store personal identity data into decentralized public blockchain. 
End users will have full control over the data, and only granting permission to companies who seek their 
information. Leveraging on blockchain technology also foster an environment of trust, and at the same time, 
reduce cost, time, resources.

In this whitepaper, we will cover the Essentials of the system - describing the architecture of the platform; explore 
the Roadmap for future evolution of the platform, introduce proposed aspects and features; and examine the 
potential macroeconomic benefits offered by this ground-breaking technology.

With Xenchain, we welcome you to a new era of digital identity empowerment.
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Never in the history of humanity has personal identifiable information (PII) is at most risk of theft and misuse. As 
the growth in the digital space connects us and draws us closer to one another, sadly, this has also created 
opportunities for hackers and identity thieves to make their move. 

In the last decade, there have been a steady rise in identity theft and confidential breaches and an estimation of 
$107 billion have been stolen. The USA Today reports that more and more people will lose their identity to 
hackers, thieves and fraudsters if they  do  not  pay  serious  attention  to  identity  management  and  the  aspect  
of  data 
security.

The antivirus giants, McAfee have announced their decision to make identity theft one of the arrowhead threats 
that they will be fighting against in recent time. This decision was made on the heels of data breaches happened 
in 2017 that caused millions of people with SSN exposed to identity theft.

The situation calls for a robust platform for identity management, one that is practical, secure and e�cient. 

We at Xenchain have developed a global platform that runs on the Blockchain network and operates under the 
principle of smart contract that can gather, securely store and provide on-demand (with the permission of the 
data owner), PII data to consumers and users alike at a lower cost and in a seamless manner. We are experienced 
in managing KYC and user data access using our modern and high tech software solutions for text and facial 
recognition that can be deployed for user data validation.

Xenchain is set to introduce you to a global, end-to-end disruptive model of identity management that is solely 
powered by the Blockchain network. This new model is poised to provide a platform for secured identity 
verification, KYC enhancement and onboarding process on a timely intervention and a lower cost.

Our solution removes the complexity of assess requirements associated with multiple websites and applications, 
and also the issues of user authentication. One of the key breaching points in cyber-attacks is usually through the 
Business Email Compromise (BEC). It is reported that over $5 billion has been stolen through BEC over a three 
year period from 2013 to 2016. In 2017 alone, over 200 companies have also been identified to have run the risk 
of being under BEC attacks by some cyber fraud syndicate. These figures indicate just how phishing attacks 
become more lucrative for cybercriminals.

With Xenchain, we deploy enhanced user authentication mechanism which includes super intelligent text 
identifiers, facial recognition and digital ID scanners to ensure user data are securely and legitimately gathered, 
protected and assessed.

The existing identity management systems are ine�cient and ineffective in handling present challenges, let alone 
future threats and growth. The infrastructure is not able to cope with the ever-increasing demand for security, and 
this is expected to rise by more than double by 2025. A change in the existing model is necessary by shifting to a 
decentralized and highly structured platform.

Blockchain technology fits perfectly into the identity management structure because it allows end-users direct 
access, empowered by transparency and smart contracts.
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Why The Blockchain?
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Enable personal contribution for improving the global identity management situation
Utilize Blockchain technology for improved e�ciency
Empower transparent transactions between all the parties involved in the identity management 
system based on smart-contracts
Lower costs by reducing the time and process required for onboarding
Strengthen the Blockchain network
Create opportunities borderless environment.
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A Piece of an $8 Billion Market
According to Stratistics MRC, the Global Identity & Access Management market is estimated for $7.94 billion in 
2016 and is expected to reach $20.87 billion by 2022.

Xenchain aims to build the largest identity pool that will allow easy access to critical information in a highly 
protected platform, and we are offering you the opportunity to be part of this exciting revolution in PII 
management.

Xenchain Is Dedicated To:

Xenchain aims to create a performance-driven identity management system. Our team has remarkable ideas on 
how to integrate Blockchain technology into identity management system, to improve services and increase 
economic, environmental and social benefits. 

The funds we gathered will allow us to develop and implement, a variety of innovations in this sector. This is a 
tremendous opportunity with great potentials to reward all participants; the consumer with lower costs, the data 
owner with data security, and Xenchain with the growth of the network.



KYC Blockchain as a Service
Landscape

3.
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End-User Entity / PII Consumer
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 Data privacy and permission management.
 Cost saving and Time-saving to onboard.

 Reduce duplicate data.
 Improve PII quality and accuracy.
 Cost and time saving.
 Enhanced compliance requirement and ongoing 
 monitoring.

5

25% only have experienced 
digital payment

39% of the world’s population do not 
have access to banking services

61% of the world’s 
population have 
access to banking 
services

75% of the world’s population have
no experience of digital payment

Access to Banking ServicesDigital Payment

Despite the fact that increased resources had been allocated to KYC and onboarding by various organizations, the 
challenge of identity verification appears to be on the rise. For instance, according to a survey of selected financial 
institutions  in 2017, compliance headcount increased by 400% while average spending on KYC related cost rose 
to about USD150 million. In spite of that, customer onboarding time still saw an increase from 24 to 32 days.

KYC and PII are extremely important to bring financial inclusion to the underbanked or unbanked. Around 2 
billion  adults, 39% of the world’s population still do not have access to any formal banking service, more than 
75% of this number are yet to experience or have access to digital payment services. Without a proper KYC 
onboarding and PII management, financial inclusion and affordable financial services will not be possible. 
Moreover, the compliance requirement is also adding pressure to the situation.

It is essential for companies to ensure unified compliance, data integrity and resistant to malicious fraud/hack in 
a Blockchain-based identity data onboarding. The successful implementation of KYC as a Service on a Blockchain 
means PII is secure, immutable and transparent. It will then be possible for compliance and onboarding costs to 
be shared among various entities, service providers and government - reducing time and cost for the mass  
market.

Multiple applications in wide ranging fields can use the benefits of successful KYC Blockchain  as  service  such  as 
peer to peer  commerce,  legal  compliance,  payment  authorization,  asset  management  and  tracking  etc.  The 
potential of 3 billion Internet users   who  has  a  need  for  digital  identity  services is  clearly  a  market  not  to  
be ignored.
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Xenchain Solutions
4.
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 Xenchain aims to be a complete end-to-end Blockchain-based identity management. The key components are :

User can use Xenchain via mobile application and Application Programming Interface ( API )  to  retrieve or  verify 
identity.
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Data acquisition module – Full suite  of  OCR  and  computer  vision  machine  learning  to
identity document and bio-recognition (facial, motion).
Data validation module – Trusted source of data from companies or individual  which  can 
act as referred for identity data.
Data Blockchain  module  –  Onboarded  and  verified  data  is  stored  in  Blockchain  and 
additional off-chain data on distributed storage.
Data rating module – Rating for identity data (XenScore) and social network link  between
Xenchain users.

Data 
Acquisition 
Module

Data 
Validation
Module

Data 
Blockchain 
Module

Data 
Rating
Module



There are three (3) role types of Xenchain users, and user can play all roles or just a single role, dependent on  the 
intended usage:
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XenDataConsumer – A corporate entity (or individual) who wish to retrieve  and  verify  an 
identity    from   Xenchain   network.   XenRequestor   has   enterprise   application   and 
Application  Programming  Interface  or  Software  Development  Kit  ( SDK )   to   retrieve 
identity data.

XenUser / XenAsset – A natural person or an  asset  where  the  identity  data  is  stored  in 
Xenchain Blockchain network. The identity data consists of various information fields and 
its unique  permission. XenUser  is  interconnected  with  each  other  through  Xenchain 
identity social network.

XenValidator – Entity which can provide personal  questions  for  the  purpose  of  identity 
validation or individual who can act as referee to another XenUser.

Xenchain Roles

XenData
Consumers

Xen
Validator

XenUser/
Xen Asset

Depending on the situation, an individual can play multiple roles simultaneously. For example, a XenUser can be 
a XenValidator when validating another XenUser.

XenScore is assigned to each XenUser or XenAsset to symbolise a higher degree of verification confidence. 
XenScore will improve as verified XenUser becomes more interconnected with other XenUsers, much like any 
social networks.



4.1 Xenchain Technology

Verified identity data is generated with a unique ID and hash public key and stored into ERC20 public Blockchain. 
The actual identity data will be stored off-chain in a distributed storage IPFS protocol. The ID and  key will be used 
to refer to off-chain data and identity data management.
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ONBOARD

HASHSTORE

VERIFYING

XENCHAIN SYSTEM

End Consumer

Validator

IPFS Blockchain

Requester

Using proprietary and ongoing research, Xenchain aims to leverage the best practice on Blockchain, big data and 
Artificial Intelligence (Computer Vision and Sound) for a complete electronic ID and onboarding Blockchain 
network.

Our methodology and technology enable an identity to be properly acquired, identified and verified via a mobile 
application. Xenchain will be releasing the Software Development Kit (SDK) on Android and iOS, enabling 
developers to incorporate our methodology and technology into third party for free, and eventually make it Open 
Source under GNU LGPL licensing scheme. The objective is to allow any 3rd party globally to employ the 
consistent method to onboard identity data into Xenchain. The more comprehensive Xenchain data is, the more 
powerful and useful for the Xenchain community.

The main methodology for Xenchain to acquire identity data are:



Step 1 - Identity Data Acquiring

Employing Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Computer Vision  to  accurately  scan,
identify and analyze identity document. Our machine learning system is trained to identify 
and ‘read’ various identity documents.  Our  algorithm  will  do  image  recognition,  image  
correction and identity data logic processing.

Able to read ICAO compliant passport, national  ID  documents  from  Malaysia,  Indonesia,  
Singapore, Philippines.

Ability to read Xenchain generated QR code for asset identity acquisition.

OCR is able process ASCII alpha-character and UTF-16 Unicode (Chinese, Thai).
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4.1.1 Onboarding

XenUser Identity Onboarding XenDataConsumer Identity Check XenValidator Identity Validation

Identity Data Acquiring1. Identity Retrieval1. Trusted Source validation1.

Identity Data Bio-matching2. Identity Authentication2. Peer to Peer validation2.

Identity Data Validation3. Identity Authorization3.

Identity Scoring4.

Identity Link5.

Step 2 - Identity Data Bio-matching

Step 3 - Identity Data Validation

Bio - matching consists of aliveness  detection and  facial  landmark  to  match  the  photo  
captured  from the ID.

Aliveness detection will ask user to randomly  perform  certain  action  such  as  smile  and 
eye - blinking to ensure a live person is performing the bio matching.

Identity  document  landmark  and  photo  are  cross - matched  against  live  video    motion    capture -  
identifying  face landmark, eye landmark and other facial features to accurately confirm the actual same  
person is personally doing the self-onboarding.

Once bio-matching is successful, user will be challenged with personal questions obtained from  trusted 
Xenchain partner such as credit bureau, mobile telecom, government data source to verify an identity.
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ID document and number.
Address (residential, billing, work, others).
Biometric image.
Payment Info.

The Blockchain hash will then be the ‘key’ to identity data, where the identity data is assigned with zone and tag 
that allow user to assign/revoke permission to 3rd party access on the Blockchain.

See Section 4.2 for more info about Storage.

From trusted source such as credit bureau, immigration records  etc. - we  will  ask  user  to 
answer questions obtained from trusted source such as number of credit cards, number of 
bank accounts, address input, last  payment  method  for  utility  to  prove  the  Onboarded 
identity.

From originating party of an assets. The originating party shall provide confirmation  of  the 
asset identity to Xenchain such as production date, effective date,  location  of  production 
etc.

From peer to peer validation - XenUser with XenScore >5 can vet and proof the  identity  of 
such person. We will require at least 3 XenUser peers to vet the newly  Onboarded  data  as 
the rightful person.

Onboarded data will be stored separately from  the  Blockchain.  The  Blockchain  contains 
the hash key and public key  to  decrypt  data  stored  off - chain,  in  a  distributed  storage 
protocol.

We  will be  using  Interplanetary  File  Systems  ( IPFS )  protocol   to   store   identity   data 
information with SHA256 encryption and IPFS compliant protocols.

The file structure of identity data shall be compliant to IPFS Merkel DAG structure. The files 
will be further given ‘permission zone’ :

Step 3 - Identity Data Validation

The confirmed  identity  data  is  then  stored  in  Xenchain  Blockchain  as  hash,  and  actual  data  is  stored  on 
distributed storage protocols. Identity data is immutable and decentralized.

Public Zone 

Optionally, Xenchain also has access to various  anti  money  laundering,  adverse  media  and  political  exposed 
person list for additional screening where required.

Identity data that can be freely accessible by all XenDataConsumer.

Private Zone 
Identity data that can only be accessible by XenDataConsumer  who was given 
permission by XenUser. The permission can be granted or revoked at any  time. 
The pre-assigned XML File shall include;



Once an identity is onboarded,  Xenchain  will  assign  a  confidence  score  ( “XenScore” ).  The  score  is  assigned 
according to the type of validation and accurate answer provided within a specified timeframe.

XenScore is used to record the confidence level of the identity data quality. The XenScore will be from scale  1 - 10 
representing the degree of data confidence.

XenData Consumer retrieve identity data when they want to register or verify a user.
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Continuous Process - Identity Scoring 
(“XenScore”) and Identity Link

Identity validation.

Xenchain will perform a half-yearly check and validation to user – challenging them with 
questions and/or peer-to-peer validation. The verification process is optional, however, users 
who decline or unable to verify themselves, their XenScore will be lowered by 1 point.

XenData Consumer will request for XenUser's identity data.

The  XenUser  will  receive  a  push  notification on  Xenchain  Mobile   Application  on  the 
request, and choose to verify themselves by authentication via private key on the Xenchain 
key.

Once authenticated, the XenUser can choose to authorize and give the relevant permission  
to  the requested identity data.

4.1.2 Identity Check

All XenUsers are interconnected with Xenchain's link, and identity maps can be built upon to enhance XenScore 
and XenValidator function. The key relationship between XenUsers is the peer-to-peer social network addition 
(Xenchain user can request to be linked with permission), common phone number entries, and address. The more 
a XenUser verifies his or her XenUser link, the higher the XenScore will be.

In the future the linked XenUser can manage/share common information, assets, communication etc.
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Identity data is spilt and encrypted.
Split data is stored on distributed storage IPFS systems.
Use Blockchain key to decrypt and retrieve data.
The  retrieved  data  is  shared  to   XenData  Consumer   according   to   the   authorization 
permission matrix.
IPFS protocol will ensure a single version and most  up-to-date  information  is  stored  and 
linked to XenUser key.

4.1.3 Identity Validation

Trusted XenValidator Peer to Peer

Xenchain shall onboard and review Trusted 
XenValidator.

1. XenUser with XenScore >5 can become a 
XenValidator referee to another XenUser.

1.

The XenValidator user and XenUser is linked in 
Xenchain.

2.

At least 3 XenValidator need to vet and act as 
referee for XenUser who wish to be validated 
via peer to peer (New XenUser).

3.

XenValidator will be asked 2 questions related 
to New XenUser. Accurate answer to the 2 
questions will contribute XenScore.

4.

Trusted data validator shall integrate to 
Xenchain API for Boolean answer to random
question list obtained from trusted data source.

2.

Trusted XenValidator shall provide a True/False 
Boolean answer to Xenchain for XenScore.

3.

Xenchain shall whenever possible employs 2 
dynamic questions and 2 static questions to 
validate an identity.

4.

4.2 Xenchain Distributed Storage

4.3 Xenchain Utility Token

IPFS protocol and its Blockchain, and how IPFS Blockchain is integrated into Xenchain protocol.

For settlement within Xenchain network, the utility  token  XenCoin  ( XENC )  will  be  created. XENC  shall be based 
on  ERC-20 ETH –  a  widely  and  proven  Blockchain  technology.  XENC  will  play  the  main  role  of  transaction 
settlement instrument paid by XenDataConsumer for retrieving or verify identity data.

XENC is also the incentive instrument to encourage XenValidator  to  provide  the  identity  data  validation  service 
through referee or trusted data source.

XenUser will be given XENC whenever  the  identity  data  is  shared  to  XenData Consumer  ( with permission )  to 
encourage user to actively manage and update their identity data profile.

XENC  is  an  essential  component  as  it  provides a  global,  automatic  and  irrefutable  payment  method  for  all 
participants in Xenchain.
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4.4 Xenchain Roadmap

Stage 1

October 2017

February 2018

01

02

Xenchain version Alpha ready.

Stage 2
Xenchain trial deployment 
with corporate customers.

Stage 3
System readiness with 
corporate XenValidator.

Stage 4
Xenchain structure and legal 
preparation.

Stage 5
Xenchain Whitepaper.

Product Development

Stage 1

March 2018

July 2018

01

02

Private round completed.

Stage 2
Machine learning 
enhancement.

Stage 3
UIUX solution into new app.

Stage 4
Enhancement on image 
recognition proof of concept 
tested.

Stage 5
Campaign in leading Southeast 
Asia cities.

Pre-ICO

August 2018

During-ICO

Stage 2
Public to participate in token 
Sales using Xenchain KYC 
service.

Stage 3
Campaign in leading Asia, 
Europe cities. 

Target Expansion Countries 
(User & Partners)

Post-ICO

Quarter 3 + Ongoing
Quarter 3 2018August 2018

01

02

Acquiring 10 million XenUser 
and 3,000 XenDataConsumer.

Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei, Philippines, 
Thailand.

Quarter 4 2018
Africa.

Quarter 1 2019
Middle East.

Quarter 2 2019
Hong Kong, Tokyo, Korea.

Quarter 3 2019

Quarter 4 2019

Quarter 4 + Ongoing
Token allocation to 10 x strategic 
XenValidator partnership.

UK & European Region.

Ukrain, Russia.

01

02

03

Stage 1
Xenchain version Beta + 
Blockchain storage.

05

03

04

03

04

05
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4.5 Xenchain Target Market

DIGITAL BANK
e-KYC service will be able to complete customer due diligence process in less than 5 minutes using the most 
reliable, independent and up-to-date source of screening data and AI and Facial Recognition process instead 
of visiting of having customers visitng the banks.

To ensure that effective measures are in place against money laundering/terrorism financing risks associated 
with the use of digital currencies and to increase the transparency of digital currencies activities.

DIGITAL CURRENCY EXCHANGES

KYC will help to ensure that ICO remain a viable channel for token issuer and holders; as well as to improve 
their credibility with banks; investors and relevant stakeholders

ICO

Passports may no longer be needed as consumers can buy tickets and get visa approvals through the e-KYC 
app.

TRAVEL

XEN
NETWORK

DIGITAL BANK

GAMING

DIGITAL CURRENCY 
EXCHANGES

ICO

TRAVEL

ICO

MONEY 
TRANSFERHEALTHCARE

E-COMMERCE

SOCIAL MEDIA



GAMING
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Transaction  fee  is  reduced  and  money  can  be  transferred  or  remitted  instantly  without  restrictions   or 
intermediaries.

Players can purchase games and in-game items directly from another player or game developer by using  the 
e-KYC app.

Hospitals can gain access to patient health details without the need for physical documents.

MONEY TRANSFER

HEALTHCARE

Users can protect their social media accounts from being hacked by using the e-KYC  app  whereby  only  the 
real owner can gain access to their account.

Online shoppers can make purchases  directly  without  financial  intermediaries  such  as  banks  and  online 
payment systems.

E-COMMERCE

SOCIAL MEDIA



Xenchain Business Model
5.
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1.
2.

User 2 confirms User 1 identity. (Both User 1 and 2 RECEIVE XENC).3.

User 1 wants to open a bank account, and the bank request identity  of  User 1.  Bank  as  XenDataConsumer 
makes the request through Xenchain API.

4.

User 1 receives identity challenge and verifes the identity.5.

Bank receives confirmed identity. (PAY XENC).6.
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5.1 Xenchain Workflow

Traditional Method Onboarding XenChain Onboarding

Repeated, multiple time form entry.1.

Manual and human error.2.

Time consuming – days.3.

Multiple documents.4.

Minimal to none permission.5.

Complex versioning control.6.

One-time verification process.1.

System driven process.2.

Time saving – minutes to hours.3.

Single version document.4.

Full permission control.5.

Single version and immutable.6.

VS

USER 2

USER 1

Xen Application

VALIDATOR REQUESTER

Validate

Validate Receive 1 XENCReceive 
1 XENC

Onboard

Pay 5 XENC

1

6

2
4

5

3

XenUser (“User 1”) registers and onboards with Xenchain application.
XenValidator, an entity with trusted data source validates User 1 (RECEIVE XENC).

Verified identity is the ‘key’ to global business. Xenchain's success will revolutionize for user acquisition in a faster, 
cheaper and more compliant process. This is achievable through the sharing of cost and the supply of trusted 
data within Xenchain Blockchain cloud.

XenDataConsumer will be the primary paying party to utilize Xenchain's services which covers acquisition, 
onboarding and compliance costs. With a fully electronic ID, high-degree of identity data trust and common 
acceptance competitive costing, there are myriads application possibilities of Xenchain.



Xenchain intends to focus on cross-industry verticals  by  phases,  showcasing  the  rich  possibilities of  Xenchain 
practical usage.
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5.2 Xenchain Use Case

Education Healthcare Travel

E-medical records accessed 
and managed with 
permission.

1.

Medical data and correct ID – 
faster claims, accurate 
diagnosis.

2.

Verified ID to link for travel 
documents.

1.

Loyalty management and 
payment data.

2.

 Identity to authorize 
payment.

3.

Credential data for 
assessment, degree.

1.

Allowed 3rd party verification 
for quick employment 
vetting, education credit 
transfer.

2.

Retail / Marketplace Financial industry Government & Utility

Financial inclusion for 
underbanked or unbanked 
identity.

1.

Faster and more cost 
effective fintechs service – 
frictionless user onboarding, 
user authentication and 
authorization and fintechs 
usage

2.

1.

Citizen participation for civil 
service registration, payment, 
voting.

2.

Trusted buyer / seller data 
and identity.

1.

Fast onboarding user.2.

Secure and minimal fraud 
with payment authorization 
linked to verified identity 
data.

3.

E�cient and secure 
government or government 
related services with verified 
user authentication and 
identity.
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5.3  Xenchain Business Development 
        Strategy

Organic onboarding CSR / NGO onboarding

Xenchain shall allocate funding per budget to
acquire new user.

Xenchain shall cooperate with the leading NGOs 
to register community in emerging countries.

XenData Consumer Strategic Tie-up ICO community

Cooperate with strategic industries such as 
mobile telecom to mass onboard customers.

Xenchain technology shall be made available to 
companies which want to do ICOs, helping them 
to be compliant and share KYC data.

With more than 12 years of global experience in strategy, research and business development in both public  and 

private  sector,  Steve  has  delved in  areas  of  Secure  Documentation,  Fintech  and  Blockchain  technology  for 

developing countries. Having a strong foothold in the African  continent,  Steve  also  advises  and  manages  G2G 

partnerships on IT security,  RFID  and  biometric  solutions  for  a  few  African  countries.  He  strives  to  promote 

blockchain technology and Xenchain solutions globally for financial inclusion and digital  identity,  especially  for 

the unbanked population of the world.

Vincent has 15 years of experience in the IT industry with expertise in Internet Security and  Fintech.  With  clients 

throughout Southeast Asia, Vincent is currently the Executive Director of Singapore based Xendity Pte Ltd  which 

developed the e-KYC solution, and CTO of Ionnex Sdn Bhd. Vincent brings  project  management  experiences  in 

developing SDKs and other IT solutions  to  Xenchain.  He  holds  a  bachelor’s  degree  in  Computing  from  Asia 

Pacific University of Technology & Innovation (APU). 

Founder/CEO

5.4 Team 

STEVE RAO

Daniel is a visionary genius in software development. Graduated with a First  Class  Honors  Degree  in  Computer 

Science from Birmingham City University, A core developer for Xenchain’s e-KYC solution,  Daniel  also  works  on 

improving software development kit of  Xenchain  and  blockchain  integrations.  Daniel  also  has  experience  in 

SOFA REUSE working on a centralized database to keep track of customer information. 

Vice President - Product Development
Daniel Pacheco

Founder/CTO
Vincent Wong



Lincoln is currently an Advisor with the  central  bank  of  Brunei  Darussalam.   He  has  managed  multiple  credit 

bureau projects in South-East Asia (Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam and Brunei) as a  senior  executive  of 

Dun & Bradstreet and then with Experian.  Lincoln’s experience includes serving  on  project  teams  of  the  World 

Bank Group  and  the  Asian  Development  Bank.  More  recently,  he  founded  Intel  Wise,  an  ICT  firm  that  has 

successfully integrated information registries containing data on more than 80+ million companies in  China  and 

also expanding the use of blockchain technologies to link corporate registries regionally.
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Lincoln Teo Choong Han

Popularly known as Leon, he is currently a security analysis advisor in Dell and has had stints in  IBM,  WIPRO,  and 

Intel in Penang and Santa Clara, US. Leon has vast knowledge in systems security with certifications such as MCSA: 

Windows Server 2012 and Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate: Windows Server 2012.  Leon  is  also  a  founding 

member of NEM.io, and a technical  advocate  of  blockchain  technology.  He  possesses  a  Bachelor’s  degree  in 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering from University of Lincoln.

Jit Leong Yeoh

Mark has been involved in the financial and management consulting industry for almost 20 years. Having  worked 

with large firms such as Arthur Andersen and KPMG, he is currently the Executive  Director  in  Corporate  Finance 

of PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC). Mark’s advisory expertise is highly sought after for JVs, M&A, and public/private 

capital raising exercises. Mark has been featured lately in the ICO scene as strategic investor and advisory for a few 

projects. Mark holds a BA in Economics from University of Cambridge, MSc in Economics  for  Development  from 

University of Oxford and MSc in Public Policy from University College London.

Mark Pui

A serial entrepreneur and technopreneur, Sia is the co-founder and  Director  of  Tranglo,  a  secure  cross - border 

money transfer platform with huge markets in Asia and the Middle East. Sia has a keen  interest  in  mobile  value 

chain,  and  constantly  looks  into  product  development  in  mobile  technology.   He   has   vast   experience   in 

telecommunications and mobile business in Asia with expertise in the  Mid - East  region.  He  holds  a  bachelor’s 

degree in IT from Multimedia University (MMU).

5.5  Advisor

Hui Yong Sia

An associate professor at University Malaya, his expertise lies in image  and  video  analysis  that  allows  automatic 

analyzing of image and video to detect and determine spatial and temporal events. He was the founding chair  of 

the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society (CIS) Malaysia  chapter  in  addition  to  being  a  chartered  engineer 

(IET). He holds a Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence from University of Portsmouth.

Dr. Chee Seng Chan
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Nizam  spearheads  RHTLaw  Compliance  Solutions,   a   financial   services   compliance   solution   company   he 

co-founded  5  years  ago  after  stints  Morgan  Stanley,  Lehman  Brothers,  Citi  and  notably  for   the   Singapore 

Government as DPP in Ministry of Finance and Deputy Director in Monetary Authority of Singapore  (MAS).  Nizam 

has more than 25 years of experience  and  expertise  in  financial  services  regulatory  compliance  and  litigation. 

Having graduated from National University  of  Singapore  law  school  in  1991,  Nizam  brings  legal  and  financial 

expertise for Fintech companies in Southeast Asia.

Nizam Ismail

An entrepreneur at  heart,  Alex  possesses  extensive  experience  in  technology  and  business  solutions  with  a 

successful track record of enterprise software development for  some  of  the  world’s  largest  conglomerates  and 

insurance companies through his software company, SINO Dynamic Solutions,  now  one  of  Hong Kong’s  largest

enterprise software developers. Founder  and  Chairman  of  TNG  FinTech  Group,  he  launched  “Global  E-Wallet 

Alliance”, which currently covers Hong Kong and 12 Asian countries with a vision to  provide  financial  inclusion to 

the unbanked populations around the world.   

Mohammad Gharaybeh is the Executive Director of Tranglo Sdn Bhd who had expanded the Europe; Middle  East 

and Africa market for both international money transfer and payments  as  well  as  international  airtime.  He  has 

over 20 years  of  working  experience;  holding  senior  executive  positions  in  technology,  telecom  and s ecurity 

printing companies in Lebanon, Yemen, UAE and holds a Bachelor Of Business  Administration  degree  from  the 

American University of Beirut.

Mohammad Gharaybeh

A  Certified  Public  Accountant  ( CPA )  in  Australia,  Jacky  has  extensive   knowledge   in  the   finance   industry 

specializing  in  cross  border  money  transfer,  auditing,  IPO’s  and  internal  control.   He   holds   a   bachelor   of 

Commerce,  Accounting  and  Finance  from  Deakin  University.  Jacky  is  currently  the  Director / CEO  of  Tik  FX 

Singapore and Malaysia, Co-Founder of Xendity Pte  Ltd  and  a  mentor  of  Supercharger  Fintech  Accelerator  in 

Malaysia.

Jacky Lee

Simon has had an entrepreneurial eye at very young  age   from  running  a  car  wash  business  at  6 years  old  to 

establishing Prezent Internet at 15. Gaining experience from companies such as Datacon and  OrcaGroup,  he  has 

since created new ventures in fine dining with multiple restaurants as well as bike rental services in Bali, Indonesia. 

He is currently a business angel and investor through both Impiro and his private investment vehicle, Mazarus Ltd.

Simon Landsheer

Alex Kong
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Trusted XenValidator

(i) Public Sale [48.5% of XENC issued]

For the XENC token sale, contributors can receive updates and announcements  on  the  XENC  crowdsale  webpage 
(tokesale.xenchain.io). The XENC sale period will  last  until  USD  $15  million  equivalent  in  Ethereum  ETH  tokens 
have been  raised,  or  for  a  maximum  duration  of  1  calendar  month  ( maximum duration of Creation Period ), 
whichever is earlier. Total XENC token issued is 200 million.

In the event the project fails to meet the requirements  of  the  Smart  Contract  System,  each  user  will  have the 
possibility to initiate the transfer of their respective amount of ETH submitted to the Smart Contract System  from 
the Smart Contract System’s address back to the address used to transfer the ETH to the Smart  Contract  System.

During the crowd sale period (“XENC token creation period”), up to  a  total  of  USD  $15  million  ( Maximal  Launch 
Quantity) equivalent of XENC are to be created by the smart contract, all equal value and functionality, but divided 
by the smart contract into different pools, for both public and private  distribution :

The bulk of the XENC will be released in a sale, where they will be sold in exchange for up to  a  maximum  of  USD 
$14.4 million equivalent.

(ii) Private Sale [23.4% of XENC issued]

Directly released by the smart contract to XENC for future costs and uses including  use  for  network  validation  as 
part of the development and execution of the project. This XENC are locked through a smart contract function and 
may not be transacted by XENC for a period of up to 1 year, starting at the end of the creation period.

48.5%
Public Sale

11.8%
Management Team & Founders

23.4%
Private Sale

11.9%Bounties & Volume Bonuses
4.4%

Xenchain Partnerships
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(iii) Management Team & Founders [11.8% of XENC issued]

Reserved for team members and key contributors who worked to develop the ideas,  supporting  structures,  and 
actual implementations of the XENC Project. This XENC are locked for 3 years.

(iv) XenChain Partnerships [11.9% of XENC issued]

Directly released by the smart contract to XENC for future costs and uses including use  for  network  validation  as 
part of the development and execution of the  project.  XENC is  locked  through  a  smart  contract  function  and 
may not be transacted by XENC for a period of up to 1 year, starting at the end of the creation period.

(v) Bounties & Volume Bonuses [4.4% of XENC issued]

We will airdrop up to 4.4% of XENC tokens to ETH stakeholders, as a means to encourage incentive alignment with 
the Ethereum mainnet, with which the Xenchain will have a symbiotic relationship, and which will promote  the 
diversity and balance of our PoS network validators. Airdrop will take place after the closing of the crowd  sale.  It 
is by no means a way to solicit funding for the sales.
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Use of Funds

The XENC crowdsale has a cap of USD 15 million; denominated in ETH.  A detailed  breakdown  of  Funds  will  be 
allocated and spend on :

1) Product Development and Enhancement - 45%

Funds will be used to develop as well as the continuous enhancement on the fully decentralized proof of stake 
system, in conjunction with  the Ethereum Virtual Machine (“EMV"),  designed to run along the Ethereum Network. 
Funds will  also  be  used  for the enhancement version  on  our  e-KYC  and  Digital  Identity platform; known as 
sophisticated Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) Xenchain network platform.

2) Community Initiatives & Partnership - 15%

3) Business Development & Marketing - 15%

4) Operating expenses - 10%

Operating expenses include team salaries and daily overhead costs which include o�ce rentals and maintenance 
cost.

We intend to  use the community initiatives cost to create both domestic and international awareness and 
community activities (which include user validation fees for our appointed agents).  At  the  same  time,  we  will 
engage  with  more  business  partners such as data  providers,  telecommunications,  financial   services provider, 
universities and local authority to work closely with the Xenchain platform to further expand the  platform 
network.

Over the period, we will recruit and expand the business development team to achieve more sales on our 
platform. The marketing team will conduct regular roadshows and participate in relevant conferences and events 
to continue to promote, educate and share the effectiveness of our product usage.
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5) Research & Development Funding - 10%

6) Legal and Compliance Cost - 5%

Our in-house research and development team will explore potential discoveries to ensure our technology is always 
up to the latest standards. External research teams include working closely with universities and other expert 
training providers internationally.

Legal requirements include the company set up and its operating activity, which is based in Singapore.  The 
expansion of the business includes Asia,  Middle East, UK, Europe and Africa. Other compliance cost comprises 
incidental cost as per regulatory requirement, which includes accounting, tax and advisory cost.  To date,  XENC 
had engaged RHTLaw Taylor Wessing for legal services to develop the terms and condition of the crowdsale, 
ensuring full regulatory compliance.
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PLEASE  READ  THIS  SECTION  AND  THE  FOLLOWING  SECTIONS  ENTITLED  “ DISCLAIMER  OF  LIABILITY ”,  “ NO 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES”, “REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU ”,  “ CAUTIONARY  NOTE 
ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS”, “MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO  CONSENT  OF  OTHER 
PERSONS”, “NO ADVICE”, “NO FURTHER  INFORMATION  OR  UPDATE ”,  “ RESTRICTIONS  ON  DISTRIBUTION  AND 
DISSEMINATION”, “NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION” AND “RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES”  CAREFULLY.
 
IF YOU ARE IN  ANY  DOUBT  AS  TO  THE  ACTION  YOU  SHOULD  TAKE,  YOU  SHOULD  CONSULT  YOUR  LEGAL, 
FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

The XENC tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper does not constitute  a 
prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for 
investment in securities in any jurisdiction.

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on  any  advice to  sell,  or  any  solicitation  of  any 
offer by the distributor/vendor of the XENC tokens (the “Distributor”) to purchase any XENC tokens nor shall  it  or  any 
part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon  in  connection  with,  any  contract  or 
investment decision.

The Distributor will be an a�liate of Xenchain Pte Ltd. ( “Xenchain” ),  and  will  deploy  all  proceeds  of  sale  of  the  
XENC tokens to fund Xenchain’s cryptocurrency project, businesses and operations.

No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to  the  sale  and  purchase 
of the XENC tokens  and  no  cryptocurrency  or  other  form  of  payment  is  to  be  accepted  on  the  basis  of  this 
Whitepaper.

Any agreement as between the Distributor and you as a purchaser, and in relation  to  any  sale  and  purchase,  of 
XENC tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to  be  governed  by  only  a  separate  document s etting  out  the 
terms and conditions (the “T&Cs”) of such agreement. In the event of any  inconsistencies  between  the  T&Cs  and 
this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.

You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any XENC tokens in the Xenchain Token Pre-Sale (as referred  to  in 
this Whitepaper) if you are a citizen,  resident  ( tax or otherwise )  or  green  card  holder  of  the  United  States  of 
America.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in  this  Whitepaper.  No  such 
action  has  been  or  will  be  taken  under  the  laws,  regulatory  requirements  or  rules  of  any  jurisdiction.   The 
publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that  the  applicable  laws,  regulatory 
requirements or rules have been complied with.

There are risks and uncertainties associated with Xenchain and/or the Distributor and  their  respective  businesses 
and operations, the XENC tokens, the Xenchain Token Pre-Sale.

This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy there of must not be taken  or  transmitted  to  any  country  where 
distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted.

No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or  disseminated  without  including  this  section  and 
the following sections entitled “Disclaimer of Liability”, “No Representations and Warranties”, “Representations  and 
Warranties By You”, “Cautionary Note On Forward- Looking Statements”, “Market and Industry Information and  No 
Consent of  Other  Persons ”, “ Terms Used ”, “ No Advice ”, “ No  Further  Information  or  Update ”, “ Restrictions  On 
Distribution and Dissemination”, “No Offer of Securities Or Registration” and “Risks and Uncertainties”.
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To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Xenchain and/or  the  Distributor 
shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort,  contract  or 
otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out  of  or 
in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.

Disclaimer of Liability

Xenchain and/or the Distributor does not make or  purport  to  make,  and  hereby  disclaims,  any  representation,
warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or  person,  including  any  representation,  warranty 
or undertaking in  relation  to  the  truth,  accurac and   completeness  of  any  of  the  information  set  out  in  this 
Whitepaper.

No Representations and Warranties

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part  thereof  ( as the case 
may be), you represent and warrant to Xenchain and/or the Distributor as follows :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Representations and Warranties by You

You agree and acknowledge that the XENC tokens do not constitute securities in any form 
in any jurisdiction;

You agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does  not  constitute  a  prospectus  or 
offerdocument of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer  of  securities  in  any 
jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are  not  bound  to  enter 
into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or  other  form  of
payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper;

You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has  examined  or  approved  of 
the information set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the 
laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution 
or dissemination of  this  Whitepaper  to  you  does  not  imply  that  the  applicable laws, 
regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with;

You  agree  and  acknowledge   that   this   Whitepaper,   the   undertaking   and / or   the 
completion of the Xenchain Initial Token Pre-Sale, or future trading of the XENC tokens on 
any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or  deemed  by  you  as 
an indication of the merits of the Xenchain and/or the  Distributor,  the  XENC  tokens,  the 
Xenchain  Token  Pre - Sale  and  the  Xenchain  Wallet   (  each   as   referred   to   in   this 
Whitepaper);

The  distribution  or  dissemination  of  this  Whitepaper,  any  part  thereof  or  any   copy 
thereof,  or  acceptance  of  the  same  by  you,  is  not  prohibited  or   restricted   by   the 
applicable laws, regulationsor  rules  in  your  jurisdiction,  and  where  any r estrictions  in 
relation to possession are  applicable,  you  have  observed  and  complied  with  all  such 
restrictions at your own expense and without liability to Xenchain and/or the Distributor;

You agree and  acknowledge  that  in  the  case  where  you  wish  to  purchase  any  XENC 
tokens, the XENC tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:

any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;
debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity ( whether Xenchain 
and/or the Distributor)
rights, options or derivatives in respect  of  such  debentures,  stocks  or  shares; 
units in a collective investment scheme;



All statements contained in this Whitepaper, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible  by  the 
public and oral statements that may be made by Xenchain and/or  the  Distributor  or  their r espective  directors, 
executive o�cers or employees acting on behalf of Xenchain or the Distributor (as the case may be), that  are  not 
statements of historical fact, constitute “forwardlooking statements”. Some of these statements  can be  identified 
by forward-looking terms such as “aim”,  “target”,  “anticipate”,  “believe”,  “could”,  “estimate”,  “expect”,  “if”,  “intend”, 
“may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other similar  terms.  However,  these  terms 
are not the exclusive  means  of  identifying  forward - looking  statements.  All  statements  regarding  Xenchain’s 
and/or the Distributor’s financial position, business strategies, plans and  prospects  and  the  future  prospects  of 
the industry which Xenchain and/or the Distributor is in are forward-looking statements.

These  forward - looking  statements,  including  but  not  limited  to  statements  as  to  Xenchain’s   and / or   the 
Distributor’s revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends  and  other  matters 
discussed in this Whitepaper regarding Xenchain and/or the Distributor are matters that  are  not  historical  facts, 
but only predictions. These forward - looking statements  involve  known  and  unknown  risks,  uncertainties  and 
other factors that may cause the actual future  results,  performance  or  achievements  of  Xenchain  and / or  the 
Distributor to be materially different from any future results, performance  or  achievements  expected,  expressed 
or implied by such forward-looking statements. These factors include, amongst others:
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units in a business trust;

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

You are fully aware of and  understand  that  you  are  not  eligible  to  purchase  any  XENC 
tokens if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card  holder  of  the  United 
States of America.

You have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality,  usage,  storage, 
transmission   mechanisms   and   other   material   characteristics   of    cryptocurrencies, 
blockchain - based  software  systems,  cryptocurrency  wallets  or   other   related   token 
storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology;

You are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any XENC 
tokens, there are risks associated with Xenchain and the Distributor and  their  respective 
business and operations, the XENC tokens, the Xenchain Initial Token Pre-Sale;

You agree and acknowledge that neither Xenchain nor  the  Distributor  is  liable  for  any 
indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in  tort,  contract  or 
otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss  of  use 
or data ),  arising  out  of  or  in  connection  with  any  acceptance  of  or  reliance  on  this 
Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; and

All of the above representations and warranties are  true,  complete,  accurate  and  non - 
misleading  from  the  time  of  your  access  to  and / or  acceptance  of   possession   this 
Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be).

1.

2.

3.

Changes in political, social,  economic  and  stock  or  cryptocurrency  market  conditions, 
and  the  regulatory  environment  in  the   countries   in   which   Xenchain   and / or   the 
Distributor conducts its respective businesses and operations;

The risk that Xenchain and/or the Distributor may  be  unable  or  execute  or  implement 
their respective business strategies and future plans;

Changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies;

Cautionary Note on Forward-Looking Statements
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of  Xenchain 
and/or the Distributor;

Changes  in  the  availability  and  fees  payable  to  Xenchain  and / or the  Distributor   in 
connection with their respective businesses and operations;

Changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by Xenchain  and/
or the Distributor to operate their respective businesses and operations;

Changes in preferences of customers of Xenchain and/or the Distributor;

Changes in competitive conditions under which Xenchain and/or the Distributor operate, 
and the ability of Xenchain and/or the Distributor to compete under such conditions;

Changes  in  the  future  capital  needs  of  Xenchain   and / or  the   Distributor   and   the 
availability of financing and capital to fund such needs;

War or acts of international or domestic terrorism;

Occurrences of catastrophic  events,  natural  disasters  and  acts  of  God  that  affect  the 
businesses and/or operations of Xenchain and/or the Distributor;

Other factors beyond the control of Xenchain and/or the Distributor; and

Any risk and uncertainties associated with  Xenchain  and / or  the  Distributor  and  their 
businesses and operations, the XENC tokens, the Xenchain Token Pre-Sale.

All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to Xenchain and/or the Distributor  or  persons  acting  on 
behalf of Xenchain and/or the Distributor are expressly qualified in their entirety by such  factors.  Given  that  risks 
and uncertainties that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Xenchain and / or the 
Distributor to be materially different from that expected, expressed or implied by the forward-looking  statements 
in this Whitepaper, undue reliance must not be placed on these statements.  These  forward - looking  statements 
are applicable only as of the date of this Whitepaper.

Neither Xenchain, the Distributor nor any other person represents, warrants  and / or  undertakes  that  the  actual 
future results, performance or achievements of Xenchain and / or  the  Distributor  will  be  as  discussed  in  those 
forward-looking statements. The actual results, performance or achievements of Xenchain and / or the Distributor
may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements.

Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking  as  to 
the future performance or policies of Xenchain and/or the Distributor.  Further,  Xenchain  and / or the  Distributor 
disclaim any responsibility to update any of those forwardlooking statements or publicly  announce  any  revisions 
to  those  forward - looking  statements  to  reflect  future  developments,  events  or  circumstances,  even  if  new 
information becomes available or other events occur in the future.

This Whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have  been  obtained  from  internal 
surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as  well  as  market  research,  publicly  available  information  and 
industry  publications.  Such  surveys,   reports,   studies,   market   research,   publicly   available   information  and 
publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be 
reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information.

Market and Industry Information and No Consent of Other Persons
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Save for Xenchain, the Distributor and their respective directors, executive o�cers and employees, no person  has 
provided his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her name and/or other information  attributed  or  perceived 
to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in this Whitepaper and  no r epresentation,  warranty  or 
undertaking is or purported to be provided as  to  the  accuracy  or  completeness  of  such  information  by  such 
person and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.

While Xenchain and/or the Distributor have taken reasonable actions to ensure that the information  is  extracted 
accurately and in its proper context,  Xenchain  and / or  the  Distributor  have  not  conducted  any  independent 
review of the information  extracted  from  third  party  sources,  verified  the  accuracy  or  completeness  of  such 
information or ascertained the underlying  economic  assumptions  relied  upon  therein.  Consequently,  neither 
Xenchain, the Distributor, nor their respective directors, executive o�cers and employees acting  on  their  behalf 
makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information  and  shall  not  be 
obliged to provide any updates on the same.

No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal,  financial  or  tax  advice  regarding 
Xenchain, the Distributor, the XENC tokens, the Xenchain Initial Token Pre- Sale. You should consult your own legal, 
financial,  tax  or  other  professional  adviser  regarding  Xenchain  and / or  the  Distributor  and  their  respective 
businesses and operations, the XENC tokens, the Xenchain Initial Token Pre-Sale.  You  should  be  aware  that  you 
may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of XENC tokens for an indefinite period of time.

No Advice

No person has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not contained in  this  Whitepaper 
in connection with Xenchain and/or the  Distributor  and  their  respective  businesses  and  operations,  the  XENC 
tokens, the Xenchain Initial Token Pre-Sale and, if given, such information or  representation  must  not  be  relied 
upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of Xenchain and/or the  Distributor.  The  Xenchain  Initial  Token 
Pre - Sale  ( as  referred  to  in  the  Whitepaper )  shall  not,  under  any  circumstances,  constitute   a   continuing 
representation  or  create  any  suggestion  or  implication  that  there  has  been   no   change,   or   development 
reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs,  conditions  and  prospects  of  Xenchain  and / or  the 
Distributor or in any statement of fact or information contained in this Whitepaper since the date hereof.

No Further Information or Update

The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be  prohibited  or  restricted  by  the 
laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any  restriction  applies,  you  are  to 
inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper 
or such part thereof (as the case may be) at  your  own  expense  and  without  liability  to  Xenchain  and / or  the 
Distributor.

Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed  or  disseminated,  provided  access  to  or  who 
otherwise have the Whitepaper in  their  possession  shall  not  circulate  it  to  any  other  persons,  reproduce  or 
otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit 
or cause the same to occur.

Restrictions on Distribution and Dissemination

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute 
an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. No person  is  bound  to  enter 
into any contract  or  binding  legal  commitment  and  no  cryptocurrency  or  other  form  of  payment  is  to  be 
accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper. Any agreement in relation  to  any  sale  and  purchase  of  XENC  tokens 
(as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only the T&Cs of such agreement and no other document

No Offer of Securities or Registration



In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.

You are not eligible to purchase any XENC tokens in the Xenchain  Initial  Token  Pre - Sale ( as  referred  to  in  this 
Whitepaper) if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States  of  America. 
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out  in  this  Whitepaper. No such 
action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, 
distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements 
or rules have been complied with.

Prospective purchasers of XENC tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) should carefully  consider  and  evaluate 
all  risks  and  uncertainties  associated  with  Xenchain,  the  Distributor  and   their   respective   businesses   and 
operations, the XENC tokens, the Xenchain Initial Token Pre-Sale, all information set  out  in  this  Whitepaper  and 
the T&Cs prior to any purchase of XENC tokens.

If any of such risks and uncertainties  develops  into  actual  events,  the  business,  financial  condition,  results  of 
operations and prospects of Xenchain and/or the Distributor could be materially and adversely affected.  In  such 
cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the XENC tokens.

Risks and Uncertainties

By purchasing Tokens, you agree to your personal data, (i.e., your e-mail address, name, address and other details 
persona l to  you )  being  processed  by  the  Company  for  its  business  purposes  or  the  purposes  of  building, 
promoting, and communicating (about) the Company’s business platform and the Tokens. The Company  agrees 
to keep your email address and other personal data private and not share it with the public (e.g., by  including  it
on any external lists or selling to any third parties).

Privacy Policy
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